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In the 21st Century, drawing archaeological objects may appear as an obsolete
discipline. Why still draw by hand at a time when technology has evolved to the point
that digital and 3D imagery are part of the daily life of archaeologists? The digital
revolution has driven graphic designers to rethink their profession in both substance
and form.

Not so long ago, however, drawing was the best way to represent and to publish
archaeological objects. Photography, originally a luxury in itself, became during the 20th
century a common tool in the archaeological documentation process. Still, it remained a
luxury for publication, considering that the price for printing a photo plate — especially
in color— exceeds by far that of a plate of text or monochrome line drawing. CAD
(computer-assisted drawing, consisting of vectorial and raster softwares) became
accessible on personal computers at the beginning of the 1990s. But it is only in the past
ten years that a technological boom has made the digital tools of graphic
documentation really accessible to non specialists, even going beyond the simple
production of images, and hence revolutionizing the profession. On a broader view than
just artefact illustration, including maps and architectural plans, information which
previously could only be transcribed and recorded through textual description and hand
drawing, can now be collected graphically and numerically, in almost unlimited quantity,
whether in 2D or 3D— possibly even more dimensions when considering the depth of
data accessible via GIS and remote sensing. Publication have also adopted new formats
and standards. Once computerized, mixes of text and graphics, photography and
drawing, hand-rendering and digital processing, 3D and video are easily enabled. Freed
from the print-on-paper constraint, the size of the pictures and the colours are no longer
the economic threshold which used to be unafordable to many, not to mention the



possibility of online publication (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: photograph and vector illustration of a piece of stucco (H. David-Cuny, MAFKF 2014).

Facing these transformations, archaeological illustration necessarily evolved in its
techniques but also its methodology. It should be recalled that illustration is not simply
a means of reproduction, it has always been a tool of analysis of the artefacts, of which
the standardized conventions of ceramic and object drawing are a compelling example.
As a reproduction tool, hand drawing is now largely challenged by digital technologies
and the pencil seems to be losing ground to the mouse, the stylus and the laser. But as
an analytical tool, it remains more relevant than ever. The main strength of drawing over
photography has long been to allow orthogonal projection, which provides a
morphometric recording of the exact shape and measurements of an object, while
pictures acquired through an optical lens necessarily undergo some degree of distortion
due to perspective. Strict rules of descriptive geometry are the basis of the
archaeological drawing. The object is virtually divided into two halves, to show both its
outer surface and as many cross sections as necessary to represent it in all its
dimensions. For example, a ceramicist studies a corpus of material most of the times
composed of very fragmentary pieces of pottery. With the best mental abilities for
space visualization, he can virtually reconstitute for himself the shape of the complete
jars from fragments. But to get an overall vision of the corpus, to study it following
scientifc criteria (qualitatively and quantitatively), and moreover to transmit his results
to other researchers without perspective distortion, he needs to draw them. Hand
drawing is no longer the only option thanks to automated photogrammetry and 3D
scanning. However, any archaeologist knows that to draw an object properly, he must
look at it not only from the morphometric angle in order to understand it: how it works,
how it was made, the treatments it underwent when it was in use, and also after it was
discarded. So many questions, some of which might be forgotten or underestimated
when we describe and photograph batches and batches of objects, sometimes pressed
for time in the tight schedule of a feld mission. For this reason, if any archaeologist is
not necessarily a draftsman, every draftsman has to be an archaeologist. The illustrator
requires specialist information and advice on the important characteristics of the object
which need to be highlighted in the design. But to be sure to represent them properly,
he must be able to see them, to feel them himself, in a process of analytical observation
which follows the aims and objectives of the research.



Indeed, the biggest danger of drawing is undiscerning hyper-realism. Graphic
documentation of course requires visual realism, and this is the domain of photography,
which is used more and more often with drawing in a complementary pair. What would
be the point of a drawing that showed exactly the same features as a photograph? For
example, the features of a stone tool include on one hand its texture and colours
(inherent to its material), and on the other hand, possible surface accidents (random
alterations) together with traces of manufacture and use (anthropic traces), which only
the experience of the observer can correctly interpret (Fig. 2). A photograph, even very
detailed, can give an accurate though confused vision of all these elements interfering
on the surface. In contrast, drawing these elements makes it possible to abstract
information that is most visible on the photograph (color and texture of the material)
and to emphasize details whose reading is obscured by the former. As such, the
illustration is an analytical tool, both objective and subjective. It can be all the more
signifcant in the discourse developed about the artefact, including the risk of
overinterpretation.

Fig. 2: photograph and vector drawing of a softstone earring, making clear the traces of manufacture on
the surface (H. David-Cuny, French Archaeological Mission in the UAE, 2013)

The recent development of CAD programs greatly facilitates the work of the illustrator,
simultaneously requiring that he constantly updates his technical skills. It also leads him
to question the conventions established in the practice of his profession. Standards
were initially defned decades ago in terms of rendering, according to criteria imposed
by editing and printing techniques which are no longer inescapable: black and white
tones, line fgures, choice of scales and thickness of the lines, monochrome patterns,
etc. The innovation which is at frst purely technical, logically incurs a methodological



resetting. Just as the pencil being nothing more than a piece of lead without the hand
stirred by the mind of the illustrator, the computer is nothing but a device only able to
do what it was designed for. Until artifcial intelligence develops a highly specialized
archaeological sensitivity, archaeologists still rely on their own brain (combining
knowledge, experience and common sense) to diferentiate accidental alterations on an
artefact from those intentionally done, be it on the macro-photo of the inner surface of
a miniature bead perforation or on an aerial photograph of a region of several hundred
square kilometers. The illustrator of today has at his disposal a super-binary-pencil
operating in billions of colours. Still he remains himself the human factor essential to
know what to do with this digital pencil. His work is still hand drawing, but with a
diferent tool. As such his work must be done in close collaboration with the researchers
who lead him to refne his view of the artifact, while he can help them to ask the right
questions through his knowledge of the multiple possibilities of graphical analysis of the
objects. New graphical tools thus allow, by their increased sensitivity, the development
of new research approaches that go far beyond pure graphical representation. For
example, through the e laborat ion of fner morphometr ic typologies
(https://selden3d.com/2015/01/16/3d-morphometrics-of-caddo-nagpra-vessels-from-the-
washington-square-mound-site/), or through the analysis of wheel-throwing traces on
pottery possibly highlighting the individuality of diferent potters or workshops
(https://selden3d.com/2014/11/23/which-way-toward-the-maker-rim-tilt-as-a-possible-
measure-of-skillexpediency/).

Fig. 3: hand drawing of a fgurine made of raw clay. Pencil on tracing paper, scanned and contrast-
enhanced, outline and section vectorized (H. David-Cuny, Louvre-DAE-Mission Mouweis 2012)

Without necessarily going so far into the scientifc exploitation of graphic
documentation, digital techniques have profoundly transformed the work of the
illustrator. The latter, more generic term, is a better denomination for his redefned
profession than draftsman, perhaps too much evocative of a picture drawn by pencil on
a sheet of paper. There is no need to recall one of the frst advantages of digital over
hand work: its versatility. Where a drawing on paper cannot be retouched without
altering the original, a digital image can easily be duplicated and transformed to adapt



to multiple uses without having to be drawn again: in a few clicks one can replace
colours by black and white, change scale, adjust the rendering to publications in
diferent formats, whether printed books, posters, PowerPoint presentations, website,
etc. From a purely graphical point of view, digital work allows the illustrator to
experiment with many diferent tools through various software applications, vectorial or
raster, to replace the classic stippling efect, traditionally hand-made with China ink on
paper. One of the most interesting aspects of this disruption of the work process is the
use of photography. While hand-drawing remains an essential part of the illustration
process— especially for the sections through the object - since a laser scanner is still
not a tool that every designer can have access to — some steps of its realization can be
facilitated, sometimes replaced, by photography. A detail view judiciously taken to
minimize the perspective can avoid the collection of the many measurements normally
necessary to transcribe in 2D a feature in relief. To ease the drawing, contrast and tones
of the photographs can also be played with to reveal details which are hardly visible to
the naked eye. As to the fnishing, elaborate software applications now allow the
creation of a hand-made-looking stippling efect or any other shaded rendering, with
vector or raster tools, from a simple pencil draft. Another option is to scan a perfectly
fnished pencil drawing and make it a publishable image through minimal virtual
‘tidying’ (Fig. 3). In some cases, when the shape and texture of an object are
appropriate (fat objects for which the lens distortion is negligible), it is also possible to
process the photo itself to turn it into a picture as expressive as a hand-made drawing,
as accurately and much quicker (Fig. 4). Hence the illustrator becomes a fully-fedged
photographer. In order to perfectly control his work, it comes down to him to take the
shots he needs, with specifc lighting and according to angles adapted to the illustration
he is planning, which are not necessarily those of a publishable photograph according to
‘classical’ criteria. Technically, the illustrator now has at his disposal many more options
for the fnal rendering than the classical draftsman. He can choose the type of
illustration that will be best adapted to the kind of object and material. A crude clay
fgurine or a fnely incised shell ornament will ft better a rendering difering from that of
an obsidian blade or a copper slag. As a result, the graphical workfow process has been
greatly enriched and involves more techniques that complement each other.

Fig. 4: composite illustration of a stone tool. Frontal views as raster images, from digital photographs
whose contrast and grain have been accentuated. Sections hand-drawn and vectorized (H. David-Cuny,
MAFKF 2012)

In this context, the question of conventions for archeological drawing can no longer be



restricted to the basically invariable standards they had acquired since almost the
beginning of the discipline, which had slowly evolved on redering details only. Although
the morphological record still follows the same geometric rules for obvious reasons of
scientifc rigour, the visual standards of representation and the methodologies
themselves are being redefned, at a pace nowadays as dynamic as the research
methodology itself. What better proof that the profession is far from being moribund,
even though the illustrator might be the most astonished by this realisation?
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